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Abstract
In this paper, we aim to bridge the performance gap be-
tween TDNN and 2D CNN based speaker verification sys-
tems. Specifically, three types of architectural enhancements
to ECAPA-TDNN are proposed: 1) follow depth-first design to
significantly increase network depth while maintaining its com-
plexity. 2) introduce recursive convolution to better capture
fine-grained speaker information. 3) propose pyramid-based
multi-path feature enhancement module to yield more discrim-
inative speaker representation. Experiments on Voxceleb show
that our final model, named ECAPA++, achieves 25%, 23%
and 24% relative improvements on Vox1-O, E and H respec-
tively, while with 2.4x fewer parameters and 2.3x fewer FLOPs
over the previous best TDNN-based system. Meanwhile, it is
comparable to the state-of-the-art ResNet-based systems with
higher computational efficiency. In addition, further perfor-
mance gains can be achieved by fusing ECAPA++ and ResNet-
based systems.
Index Terms: speaker verification, time-delay neural network,
ECAPA, ResNet, system fusion

1. Introduction
The task of speaker verification (SV) is to determine whether
testing and enrollment utterances belong to the same speaker
or not. Traditionally, i-vector [1] combined with probabilistic
linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [2] dominates the speaker
verification field. Since the advent of deep learning, neural
networks have been highly applied in this task and become
an indispensable part of the state-of-the-art systems gradu-
ally [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

According to the network architecture, there are two main
types of neural network based SV systems: time-delay neu-
ral network (TDNN) and 2-dimensional convolutional neural
network (2D CNN). TDNN is characterized by the ability to
efficiently model long temporal contexts between sequential
data, which can be naturally applied to speech-related tasks. x-
vector [3] firstly investigates the possibility of utilizing TDNN
for speaker verification to replace traditional UBM method [1].
Subsequently, E-TDNN [10] and F-TDNN [11] are introduced
to further improve the system performance by increasing con-
text size. Recently, ECAPA-TDNN [5] and its variant [12] ob-
tain the impressive results on Voxceleb dataset by enhancing
x-vector with several architectural modifications. For 2D CNN-
based SV systems, the winner of VoxSRC 2019 r-vector [4]
proves that ResNet [13] with 2D convolution can also work
excellently for SV task. DF-ResNet [8] proposes the depth-
first version of r-vector to achieve a better trade-off on per-
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formance and complexity. Great speaker representation ability
makes 2D CNN one of the most popular architectures in the SV
field [7, 9, 14, 15]. Even though TDNN and 2D CNN are two
mostly used speaker embedding extractors, the performance gap
between them is becoming increasingly larger. In particular,
this trend can be obviously reflected in recent speaker verifica-
tion challenges. For example, the winners of VoxSRC 2021 [14]
and CNSRC 2022 [15] both only adopt 2D CNN-based systems.

In this paper, we explore the question: is there the possi-
bility of bridging the performance gap between TDNN and 2D
CNN based SV systems? Our starting point is ECAPA-TDNN.
Following the depth-first design rule, we first largely increase
the network depth while maintaining its complexity. Then,
in order to better capture fine-grained speaker information, a
novel computational block named recursive convolution (Rec-
Conv) is proposed to replace the original Res2Conv. In addition,
we introduce a pyramid-based multi-path feature enhancement
module to fuse features across different layers, which yields
more robust and discriminative speaker embeddings. Experi-
ments on Voxceleb illustrate that compared with the previous
best TDNN-based system, our resulting TDNN model, named
ECAPA++, can achieve 25%, 23% and 24% relative improve-
ments on the three official trials respectively, while with 2.4x
fewer parameters and 2.3x fewer FLOPs. Meanwhile, under
higher computational efficiency, its performance is on par with
the state-of-the-art ResNet-based systems. Plus, the comple-
mentarity analysis shows that further performance gains can be
obtained by fusing ECAPA++ and ResNet-based systems.

2. Methodology
In this section, we describe the specific architectural designs
to boost the performance of TDNN-based system based on
ECAPA-TDNN [5]. Figure 1 schematically depicts the process
of converting SE-Res2Block to SE-RecBlock. Table 1 presents
the changes of parameter number, FLOPs and performance
throughout the roadmap from ECAPA (C=512) to ECAPA++
(Small). Figure 3 is the overall architecture of our proposed
ECAPA++.

2.1. Depth-First Design

Depth-first design rule is first proposed in [8]. Through largely
deepening ResNet, great performance gains can be obtained
without increasing the network complexity. Following the sim-
ilar idea, we first significantly increase the depth of ECAPA
(C=512) without adding extra computational overhead. The
specific design choices are provided below.

channel downsampling: In the original ECAPA (C=512),
there exist three successive SE-Res2Blocks each of which out-
puts the feature map with the same shape C × T where C is
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Figure 1: A-D: The process of converting SE-Res2Block to SE-RecBlock. For simplicity, SE block is ignored in this figure. A: The
original SE-Res2Block in ECAPA. B: Downsample the channel number by half after each block. C: Shrink the channel number of the
first two layers in SE-Res2Block by half. D: Replace Res2Conv with RecConv.

Table 1: The roadmap from ECAPA (C=512) to ECAPA++
(Small) and the corresponding changes of parameter number,
FLOPs and EER performance.

System # Params FLOPs Vox1-O

ECAPA (C=512) 6.2M 1.1G 1.01
channel downsampling 1.9M 0.3G 2.47

bottleneck-ify 1.4M 0.2G 2.65
increase block number 5.7M 1.0G 0.86
Res2Conv → RecConv 9.7M 1.9G 0.80

multi-path feature enhancement 14.7M 2.8G 0.76

ECAPA (C=1024) 14.7M 2.7G 0.87

set to 512. In order to reduce the parameter number, we fol-
low the design paradigm of ResNet [13] and downsample the
channel number C by a factor of 2 after each block as shown
in Figure 1 (B). Unsurprisingly, this design choice significantly
decreases the parameter number from 6.2M to 1.9M and FLOPs
from 1.1G to 0.3G at the expense of the performance EER de-
grading to 2.47%, as Table 1 displays.

bottleneck-ify: The original SE-Res2Block consists of
two 1D convolutional layers and one 1D dilated Res2Conv, as
shown in Figure 1 (A). The number of channels in these three
computational layers are all C = 512. Inspired by the chan-
nel expansion idea in bottleneck block of ResNet, we shrink the
channel number C in the first two layers of SE-Res2Block by
a factor of 2 (Figure 1 (C)). From Table 1, we can see that this
change leads to a further decrease in parameters by 0.5M and
FLOPs by 0.1G. Meanwhile, the EER temporarily reaches the
highest point 2.65%.

increase block number: After the above steps, the param-
eter number and FLOPs are significantly reduced by 4.4x and
5.5x respectively. It is ready to deepen the model by increasing
the block number. Following ResNet, we introduce the stage
idea to build three computational stages in total each of which
contains multiple blocks proposed in the previous step. In our
design, the number of block in each stage is set to [8, 24, 8] re-
spectively. This step significantly reduces the EER from 2.65%
to 0.86%.

2.2. Recursive Convolution

As shown in Figure 2 (1), the original SE-Res2Block adopts the
1D convolutional version of Res2Net module [16]. For an in-
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Figure 2: Comparison between Res2Conv and the proposed
RecConv (order k = 3)

put feature, Res2Conv firstly splits it equally along the channel
dimension. Then the feature subsets are passed to 1D convolu-
tional layer in a hierarchical way. We claim that the hierarchi-
cal structure can only model simple spatial interactions between
the feature subsets. Inspired by [17], we introduce a novel com-
putational block, namely recursive convolution (RecConv), to
model higher-order spatial interactions in a recursive manner
for better capturing fine-grained speaker information.

As Figure 2 (2) illustrates, RecConv firstly projects the
channel number of input feature to 2C for channel mixing.
Then a new dimension order (k) is introduced to control the
level of spatial interactions among feature groups. For k-order
interaction, the projected feature is split into k + 1 subsets, de-
noted as xi where i = 1, ..., k+1, along the channel dimension
according to the following rule.

[x
C/(2k−1)×T
1 ,x

C/(2k−1)×T
2 , · · · ,xC/(20)×T

k+1 ] (1)

Then the feature subsets are processed in a recursive way.

yi =

{
x1 + DWConv(x2), i = 2;

Conv(yi−1) + DWConv(xi), 3 ≤ i ≤ k + 1.
(2)

where DWConv is 1D depth-wise convolution. Conv means
normal 1D convolution.

Finally, the last recursion step output yk+1 is fed into a
Conv layer to obtain the final result of RecConv.
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Figure 3: The overall architecture of ECAPA++. It consists of three components. Stem: a stack of convolution layer and SE-RecBlocks
which are divided into four stages. Multi-Path Feature Enhancement: contains three paths: lateral, top-down and bottom-up to
aggregate features from the preceding stem. Head: includes pooling layer, fully-connected layer and loss function.

Res2Conv → RecConv: By replacing Res2Conv with
our proposed RecConv, this gives us a new block named SE-
RecBlock (Figure 1 (D)). Accordingly, the EER is further de-
creased to 0.80%.

2.3. Pyramid-based Multi-path Feature Enhancement

The original ECAPA (C=512) exploits multi-layer feature ag-
gregation by concatenating the output features of three SE-
Res2Blocks together. In fact, evidence from [7] shows that
direct concatenation is simple and non-learnable, lacking the
ability of modeling complex interactions between features. In-
spired by feature pyramid network used in object detection
field [18], we propose pyramid-based multi-path feature en-
hancement module to aggregate features across different layers
which consists of three paths: lateral, top-down and bottom-up,
as shown in Figure 3.

The inputs are feature maps from different stages of the
stem Fi where i = 1, ..., 4. Firstly, lateral convolutional op-
eration is applied.

Li = DWConv(Fi) (3)

where DWConv is 1D depth-wise convolution. Li denotes the
i-th lateral path output.

Then, top-down layers are fed by lateral outputs and previ-
ous top-down features, resulting in a new intermediate feature
map Pi.

Pi = DWConv(IPi,1 · Li + IPi,2 · Pi+1) (4)

IPi,j =
ew

P
i,j

∑
k e

wP
i,k

, j, k = 1, 2 (5)

where wP
i,j is learnable fusion weight parameter which can be

normalized into IPi,j through softmax function.
For bottom-up path, the i-th output Ti is rather computed

by taking lateral, top-down and previous bottom-up features as
inputs.

Ti = DWConv(ITi,1 · Li + ITi,2 · Pi + ITi,3 · Ti−1) (6)

ITi,j =
ew

T
i,j

∑
k e

wT
i,k

, j, k = 1, 2, 3 (7)

multi-path feature enhancement: As Table 1 presents, the
performance can be improved to 0.76% after replacing the orig-
inal multi-layer feature aggregation with our proposed module

(Figure 3). This brings us to the final model named ECAPA++
(Small) which outperforms ECAPA (C=1024) by 13% with
similar parameters and FLOPs. The overall architecture is
schematically depicted in Figure 3.

2.4. Construct A Family of ECAPA++

Based on the above ECAPA++ (Small), we build another vari-
ant which only differs in the layer number. The specific con-
figurations of channel number C and block number B for SE-
RecBlock in Figure 3 are listed below:

• ECAPA++ (Small): C=[256, 128, 64], B=[8, 24, 8]
• ECAPA++ (Big): C=[256, 128, 64], B=[16, 48, 16]

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. Datasets

Our experiments are conducted on the Voxceleb1&2 [20, 21]
datasets. The development set of Voxceleb2 is used as training
data, and the testing data is Voxceleb1. Performance is mea-
sured on the three official trial lists. Plus, data augmentation
techniques are utilized to improve the robustness of systems, in-
cluding online data augmentation [22] with MUSAN [23] and
RIR dataset [24], specaugment [25] and speed perturb [26] with
0.9 and 1.1 times speed changes.

3.2. Implementation Details

All the systems are implemented using PyTorch framework.
For the experiments, 80-dimensional Fbank features with 25ms
windows and 10ms shift are extracted as input features. We ran-
domly chunk a 200-frame segment from each utterance during
the training process. AAM-softmax [27] with a margin of 0.2
and a scale of 32 is used as loss function. Models are optimized
using AdamW [28] with a weight decay of 0.05.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics

During testing, we use cosine distance as the scoring criterion.
Then, all the scores are normalized using adaptive score normal-
ization (AS-Norm) [29] where the size of the imposter cohort is
set to 600. Performance is measured in terms of the equal error
rate (EER) and the minimum detection cost function (MinDCF)
with the settings of Ptarget = 0.01 and CFA = CMiss = 1.
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Table 2: EER and MinDCF results of previous systems and our proposed ECAPA++ on the Voxceleb1 dataset.

System Architecture # Params FLOPs Voxceleb-O Voxceleb-E Voxceleb-H

EER(%) MinDCF EER(%) MinDCF EER(%) MinDCF

ResNet101 [8] ResNet 15.9M 10.1G 0.62 0.0633 0.80 0.0880 1.48 0.1431
DF-ResNet179 [8] 9.8M 8.6G 0.62 0.0611 0.80 0.0899 1.51 0.1483

ECAPA (C=1024) [5] TDNN 14.7M 2.7G 0.87 0.1066 1.12 0.1318 2.12 0.2101
ECAPA (C=2048) [19] 56.2M 10.7G 0.86 0.0960 1.08 0.1223 2.01 0.2004

ECAPA++ (Small) TDNN
(ours)

14.7M 2.8G 0.76 0.0960 0.96 0.1144 1.72 0.1671
ECAPA++ (Big) 23.9M 4.6G 0.65 0.0796 0.84 0.0981 1.54 0.1536

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Main Results

The performance overview of the state-of-the-art ResNet-based,
TDNN-based and our proposed ECAPA++ systems are pre-
sented in Table 2. Meanwhile, parameter number and FLOPs
are provided for the detailed comparison of model complexity.

Firstly, it can be clearly seen that there exists a significant
performance gap between TDNN and ResNet based systems.
This reveals that 2D CNN inherently exhibits much superior
speaker representation ability over previous TDNN architec-
tures, which urges the necessity of introducing architectural en-
hancements to TDNN model.

For our proposed ECAPA++, there exists a new dimension
called order (k) in SE-RecBlock. In the experiments, we set
k = 5, 4, 3 for SE-Recblock1, 2, 3 respectively in Figure 3 by
default. In addition, the channel number C in multi-path fea-
ture enhancement module is set to 512. From Table 2, we can
see that the proposed ECAPA++ (Small) obtains average rel-
ative improvements in EER by 16% and in MinDCF by 15%
respectively over ECAPA (C=512) with similarly-sized param-
eters and FLOPs. Compared with previous best TDNN model
ECAPA (C=2048), our ECAPA++ (Big) achieves a new state-
of-the-art performance, which results in relative improvements
in EER by 25%, 23%, 24% and in MinDCF by 18%, 20%,
24% in the three official trials, together with 2.4x fewer pa-
rameters and 2.3x fewer FLOPs. This reveals that our archi-
tectural designs introduced in section 2 are not only power-
ful and effective, which can yield more robust and discrimina-
tive speaker representation, but also computationally efficient.
Moreover, ECAPA++ (Big) is on par with ResNet101 and DF-
ResNet179 which illustrates that the performance gap is suc-
cessfully bridged. Another advantage of ECAPA++ (Big) over
ResNet-based systems is computational efficiency, and FLOPs
are reduced to a half of ResNet, as Table 2 shows.

4.2. Analysis of the Complementarity between Systems

System fusion is a widely-used technique in various speaker
verification challenges [30, 14, 15, 31]. Prior studies show that
significant performance gains can be achieved by fusing TDNN
and ResNet-based systems [30]. However, TDNN-based sys-
tems are gradually discarded in recent challenges due to its
poor performance [14, 15, 31]. For example, fusing the SOTA
ResNet-based SV systems with ECAPA-TDNN will not yield
extra performance improvements. In this section, we inves-
tigate the embedding complementarity between our proposed
ECAPA++ and ResNet-based systems through score fusion.

From Table 3, we can see that the fusion between
ResNet101/DF-ResNet179 and the previous best TDNN system

Table 3: Results of system fusion between TDNN and
ResNet101/DF-ResNet179. System fusion is based on score
weighted summation.

System 1 System 2 EER (%)

Vox1-O Vox1-E Vox1-H

ResNet101
– 0.62 0.80 1.48

ECAPA (C=2048) 0.62 0.79 1.49
ECAPA++ (Big) 0.55 0.71 1.32

DF-ResNet179
– 0.62 0.80 1.51

ECAPA (C=2048) 0.61 0.79 1.50
ECAPA++ (Big) 0.54 0.70 1.30

ECAPA (C=2048) can not result in further performance gains.
This phenomenon reveals that ECAPA (C=2048) can not pro-
vide complementary information to ResNet101/DF-ResNet179
due to the large performance gap. In contrast, our proposed
ECAPA++ successfully bridge the performance gap between
TDNN and ResNet-based systems and further improvements
can be obtained by fusing ECAPA++ (Big) and ResNet101/DF-
ResNet179. This confirms the complementarity between our
proposed ECAPA++ and the SOTA ResNet-based systems, in-
dicating the potential application of ECAPA++ in system fusion
for speaker verification challenges.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we aim to bridge the performance gap be-
tween TDNN and 2D CNN based speaker verification sys-
tems. Specifically, three types of architectural enhancements to
ECAPA-TDNN are proposed including depth-first design, re-
cursive convolution and propose pyramid-based multi-path fea-
ture enhancement module. Experiments on Voxceleb show that
our final model, named ECAPA++, achieves 25%, 23% and
24% relative improvements on Vox1-O, E and H respectively,
while with 2.4x fewer parameters and 2.3x fewer FLOPs over
the previous best TDNN-based system. Meanwhile, it is com-
parable to the state-of-the-art ResNet-based systems with higher
computational efficiency. Furthermore, the complementarity
analysis illustrates that extra performance gains can be obtained
by fusing ECAPA++ and ResNet-based systems.
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